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Introductory Comments
A short presentation on how the EC Project Proposal A short presentation on how the EC Project Proposal 

Evaluation system works.Evaluation system works.

The EC is a major funder of technical research within the EU.The EC is a major funder of technical research within the EU.
Increasingly national funds are distributed via the EC, Increasingly national funds are distributed via the EC, 

recognising the importance of multinational research.recognising the importance of multinational research.
Most funding goes to EU member country states.Most funding goes to EU member country states.
Specific Programmes to involve countries joining the Union Specific Programmes to involve countries joining the Union ––

and training courses etc.and training courses etc.
Special rules for countries applying to join.Special rules for countries applying to join.
Special programmes to include nonSpecial programmes to include non--EU EU ““developingdeveloping”” countriescountries
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European Commission Research

Organised through Framework Programmes.

Currently at start of seventh such programme: FP7.

FP7 to run from 2007-2013.

Budget €50.5 billion over 7 years.

41% increase over FP6.

Although budget might seem enormous it cannot fund 
everything: priorities have been set for the whole programme 
based on what might be called political objectives.
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Calls for Proposals (i)

The general direction of ECThe general direction of EC--funded research funded research 
is set at a senior political level.is set at a senior political level.

This is then interpreted by the professional This is then interpreted by the professional 
staff: topics and priorities for funding are staff: topics and priorities for funding are 
identified.identified.

These are then converted into These are then converted into ““Calls for Calls for 
ProposalsProposals”” to which anyone can respond.to which anyone can respond.
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General Outline of a typical area 

Energy

Objective
Transforming the current fossil-fuel based energy system 
into a more sustainable one based on a diverse portfolio of 
energy sources and carriers combined with enhanced 
energy efficiency, to address the pressing challenges of 
security of supply and climate change, whilst increasing the 
competitiveness of Europe’s energy industries.
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Energy Activities
– Hydrogen and fuel cells
– Renewable electricity generation.
– Renewable fuel production
– Renewables for heating and cooling
– CO2 capture and storage technologies for zero 

emission power generation
– Clean coal technologies
– Smart energy networks
– Energy efficiency and savings
– Knowledge for energy policy making
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Calls for Proposals (ii)
Calls for proposals are issued at regular Calls for proposals are issued at regular 

intervals throughout the duration of a Framework. intervals throughout the duration of a Framework. 
Not all areas or topics are included in all calls.Not all areas or topics are included in all calls.
Different topics will be promoted based on Different topics will be promoted based on 

current research portfolio. current research portfolio. 
A budget is set for each Call and normally this A budget is set for each Call and normally this 

is fully allocated to the is fully allocated to the ““bestbest”” proposals.proposals.
The question is how to make your proposal one The question is how to make your proposal one 

of the best!of the best!
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Potential Applicants
The EC has seen that certain bodies build up an The EC has seen that certain bodies build up an 

expertise in successfully applying for funding and that this expertise in successfully applying for funding and that this 
can become selfcan become self--perpetuating.perpetuating.

It sees this as undesirable and has introduced steps to It sees this as undesirable and has introduced steps to 
counteract this danger:counteract this danger:

Training courses are laid on to explain the system Training courses are laid on to explain the system –– especially for new especially for new 
member states.member states.
Proposals can be submitted early for a preProposals can be submitted early for a pre--evaluation: feedback on what evaluation: feedback on what 
is weak etc. is provided by an experienced Scientific Officer.is weak etc. is provided by an experienced Scientific Officer.
Details on the evaluation process are available in detail on theDetails on the evaluation process are available in detail on the internet.internet.
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Potential Applicants

The EC also provides (for each Call) a The EC also provides (for each Call) a ““Guide for Guide for 
ProposersProposers”” explaining what is required.explaining what is required.

This explains in great detail what is required in This explains in great detail what is required in 
the proposal the proposal –– if you ignore it you will not be if you ignore it you will not be 
successful.  successful.  



European vs. National Funding
• When applying to a national (Dutch) funding 

body there is every likelihood that  those 
involved in selecting successful applications will 
know some if not all of the applicants – and vice 
versa.

• With EU funding it is probable that most if not all 
of the assessors will have absolutely no idea 
who most of the applicants are – and as an 
applicant it is almost impossible to know who will 
be reviewing individual proposals.
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Proposal Evaluation

Essentially a threeEssentially a three--stage process.stage process.
1.1. Basic Eligibility CriteriaBasic Eligibility Criteria
2.2. EvaluationEvaluation
3.3. Prioritisation/SelectionPrioritisation/Selection
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Proposal Evaluation

1.1. Basic Eligibility CriteriaBasic Eligibility Criteria
Proposals are checked by a member of the EC Proposals are checked by a member of the EC 
Scientific Staff to see that they meet the basic Scientific Staff to see that they meet the basic 
criteria specified in the Call for Proposals:criteria specified in the Call for Proposals:

Receipt by deadline.Receipt by deadline.
Minimum number of participants.Minimum number of participants.
Within the scope of the call.Within the scope of the call.
Completeness Completeness –– all forms and sections complete.all forms and sections complete.
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Proposal Evaluation

1.1. Basic Eligibility CriteriaBasic Eligibility Criteria
If Proposal meets these criteria it goes forward to the next staIf Proposal meets these criteria it goes forward to the next stage.ge.
If the reviewer is not sure (usually concerns scope of project) If the reviewer is not sure (usually concerns scope of project) it it 
will either be discussed further or advance with a warning that will either be discussed further or advance with a warning that 
this should be checked at the next stage.this should be checked at the next stage.
If it does NOT meet all the criteria it is rejected.  YOU HAVE If it does NOT meet all the criteria it is rejected.  YOU HAVE 
WASTED YOUR TIMEWASTED YOUR TIME
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Proposal Evaluation

2.  Evaluation2.  Evaluation
All proposals that pass the initial filter are passed All proposals that pass the initial filter are passed 

on to the next Evaluation stage.on to the next Evaluation stage.
This is where projects are evaluated for their This is where projects are evaluated for their 
scientific value and graded/prioritised. scientific value and graded/prioritised. 
Although there is a pass/fail element, passing Although there is a pass/fail element, passing 
is not enough: you need to pass with is not enough: you need to pass with 
distinction! distinction! 
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Evaluation Team
All proposals for a particular call/subject area (e.g. Wind EnerAll proposals for a particular call/subject area (e.g. Wind Energy) gy) 
are evaluated by a group of independent experts.are evaluated by a group of independent experts.
Each proposal will be independently evaluated by a subgroup of Each proposal will be independently evaluated by a subgroup of 
experts (typically 3 to 5). This may be done experts (typically 3 to 5). This may be done ““at homeat home”” or at or at 
Brussels.Brussels.
The experts then meet together in Brussels to reach a The experts then meet together in Brussels to reach a 
““consensus scoreconsensus score”” and associated comments on each proposal.and associated comments on each proposal.
A senior member of the CommissionA senior member of the Commission’’s scientific staff oversees s scientific staff oversees 
this stage in an attempt to ensure that all proposals are treatethis stage in an attempt to ensure that all proposals are treated d 
fairly fairly –– i.e. that different expert groups mark to a common i.e. that different expert groups mark to a common 
standard and that the standard and that the ““scorescore”” reflects the comments and views reflects the comments and views 
expressed.  However it is very much the experts who determine expressed.  However it is very much the experts who determine 
the relative scores of the proposals before them.the relative scores of the proposals before them.
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Evaluation Outcome

The projects are judged against a set of weighted criteria and The projects are judged against a set of weighted criteria and 
receive a score for each.receive a score for each.
Each criteria has its own minimum threshold, plus there is an Each criteria has its own minimum threshold, plus there is an 
overall minimum for the total score. Thus a proposal has to overall minimum for the total score. Thus a proposal has to 
exceed the minimum acceptable score in at least some exceed the minimum acceptable score in at least some 
categories to categories to ““passpass””..
A short consensus report on each proposal is agreed by the A short consensus report on each proposal is agreed by the 
experts (which will eventually be sent to the proposers) and experts (which will eventually be sent to the proposers) and 
complete with the scoring this will be passed on to Stage 3.complete with the scoring this will be passed on to Stage 3.
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Proposal Evaluation
3.  Prioritisation/Selection3.  Prioritisation/Selection

At this final stage all the eligible proposals have been scored.At this final stage all the eligible proposals have been scored. This This 
enables a rough judgement to be made of the score that will be renables a rough judgement to be made of the score that will be required equired 
to get funded.  As a rule this will be considerably above the to get funded.  As a rule this will be considerably above the ““pass markpass mark””
since the EC does not have infinite budgets: only some of the gosince the EC does not have infinite budgets: only some of the good od 
proposals can be funded.proposals can be funded.

This stage involving a subset of the independent experts choosesThis stage involving a subset of the independent experts chooses those those 
proposals that are of most value (in terms of the priorities setproposals that are of most value (in terms of the priorities set), makes ), makes 
recommendations on possible changes (e.g. merging two proposals,recommendations on possible changes (e.g. merging two proposals,
accepting but with a reduced budget/programme etc.) and passes iaccepting but with a reduced budget/programme etc.) and passes its ts 
decisions to the permanent staff for action. decisions to the permanent staff for action. 

However, as a rule, the scores given at Stage 2 will not be chanHowever, as a rule, the scores given at Stage 2 will not be changed and ged and 
will largely determine each projectwill largely determine each project’’s ranking in the overall list.s ranking in the overall list.
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Proposal Evaluation

Increasing your chances of success:Increasing your chances of success:
Each stage is essentially assessing different Each stage is essentially assessing different 

aspects.  aspects.  
Some people run successful businesses fineSome people run successful businesses fine-- 

tuning proposals on a notuning proposals on a no--win nowin no--pay basis pay basis –– 
they have clearly convinced researchers that they have clearly convinced researchers that 
scientific proposals can be presented in a scientific proposals can be presented in a 
more favourable light.more favourable light.
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Proposal Evaluation

Increasing your chances of success:Increasing your chances of success:
Stage 1:Stage 1:
This stage involves meeting some basic criteria.This stage involves meeting some basic criteria.
If you do not meet them your proposal with be If you do not meet them your proposal with be 

rejected rejected –– end of story.end of story.
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Proposal Evaluation

If the Call specifies a minimum of four partners then do not senIf the Call specifies a minimum of four partners then do not send d 
proposals in with three partners proposals in with three partners –– some people do! some people do! 

The greyest area concerns the The greyest area concerns the ““scope of the callscope of the call””. This is always . This is always 
somewhat open to interpretation but if your project does not somewhat open to interpretation but if your project does not 
really fall within the spirit of the wording then, even if it doreally fall within the spirit of the wording then, even if it does get es get 
through this stage, it is likely to fall at the second since nonthrough this stage, it is likely to fall at the second since none of e of 
the the ““expertsexperts”” are likely to be familiar with the topic are likely to be familiar with the topic –– or be in or be in 
favour of it. favour of it. 
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Proposal Evaluation

Increasing your chances of success:Increasing your chances of success:
Stage 2: EvaluationStage 2: Evaluation

This stage is where you can really make a difference.This stage is where you can really make a difference.
The previous stage involves meeting some basic criteria.The previous stage involves meeting some basic criteria.
The final stage depends on the amount of funding available, how The final stage depends on the amount of funding available, how 
many good proposals have been submitted (and there might be many good proposals have been submitted (and there might be 
an almost identical one), and the way the experts interpret the an almost identical one), and the way the experts interpret the 
priorities of the Call.  priorities of the Call.  
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Proposal Evaluation

Increasing your chances of success: Stage 2Increasing your chances of success: Stage 2
The criteria are clearly laid down and available to the proposerThe criteria are clearly laid down and available to the proposers s 
in advance. in advance. 
The experts involved at this stage cannot know everything about The experts involved at this stage cannot know everything about 
all the subject area.  Further they have about 90 minutes to all the subject area.  Further they have about 90 minutes to 
evaluate a proposal which may be over one hundred pages long.  evaluate a proposal which may be over one hundred pages long.  
The proposals are evaluated in English (but can be submitted in The proposals are evaluated in English (but can be submitted in 
any approved language and translated by EC staff) BUT for any approved language and translated by EC staff) BUT for 
many of the experts English will be a second language. many of the experts English will be a second language. 
Therefore they do not have a lot of time to evaluate your Therefore they do not have a lot of time to evaluate your 
proposal. So help them to give you a good score!proposal. So help them to give you a good score!
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Proposal Evaluation

As an example I will refer to a recent FP7 call.As an example I will refer to a recent FP7 call.

Note that the evaluation details are not Note that the evaluation details are not 
unchanging unchanging –– weaknesses identified in one weaknesses identified in one 
call may lead to changes in the next.  call may lead to changes in the next.  
Therefore always check the website for the  Therefore always check the website for the  
evaluation details for the call you are evaluation details for the call you are 
considering.considering.



Concept Notes

• For example, one recent change is that 
many calls now start by asking for concept 
notes on which a preselection is made, 
after which only a limited number of 
proposers are asked to submit full 
proposals. 

• This may make it more attractive to 
consider applying.
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Call Details
This was a large Call within the Energy Component with a budget This was a large Call within the Energy Component with a budget of around of around €€140 140 
million.million.

The Call for Proposals included a range of applicable topics (foThe Call for Proposals included a range of applicable topics (for this specific call).r this specific call).

Unusually, there was no budget for individual topics Unusually, there was no budget for individual topics –– all proposals would compete all proposals would compete 
against each other.against each other.

Over 300 proposals passed the basic criteria.Over 300 proposals passed the basic criteria.

Their average budget was around Their average budget was around €€4 million.4 million.

From this one can conclude that around 35 proposals will be succFrom this one can conclude that around 35 proposals will be successful essful –– or that one or that one 
had a 1 in 9 chance of success.had a 1 in 9 chance of success.

However, often the chances are much higher. This was the first cHowever, often the chances are much higher. This was the first call for Energy all for Energy 
Proposals under FP7 and there had been a long period since the fProposals under FP7 and there had been a long period since the final FP6 call so there inal FP6 call so there 
were many people wanting to submit proposals. Often the odds arewere many people wanting to submit proposals. Often the odds are more like 1 in 3 more like 1 in 3 
rather than 1 in 10.rather than 1 in 10.
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Call Details
Both applicants and evaluators are Both applicants and evaluators are 
provided with identical information on the provided with identical information on the 
Topics open for funding and it is against Topics open for funding and it is against 
these details that the evaluation is made.these details that the evaluation is made.

As an example I will use the details As an example I will use the details 
provided for one of the Wind Energy Topics provided for one of the Wind Energy Topics 
since these are the proposals I evaluated.since these are the proposals I evaluated.
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Call Details
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Call Details
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Call Details

• The first point to note is that the topic is somewhat vague 
– it will cover many very different ideas.

• The funding scheme indicated will allow you to work out 
the expected budget (here over €4m).

• Note also that the expected impact is also outlined – 
your proposal will be evaluated against this. Many 
people seemed to ignore this piece of information! 
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Proposal Evaluation
The evaluation form for this call required the evaluators to marThe evaluation form for this call required the evaluators to mark each proposal on three k each proposal on three 

criteria (with subcriteria (with sub--criteria given as aids but not scored). To criteria given as aids but not scored). To ““passpass””, and move on to , and move on to 
Stage 3, a proposal has to score at least 3 on each criteria (anStage 3, a proposal has to score at least 3 on each criteria (and have a total score of at d have a total score of at 
least 10 (out of 15).  However the cutleast 10 (out of 15).  However the cut--off score for funding in practice will be higher  off score for funding in practice will be higher  -- 
perhaps 12, perhaps 13.5.perhaps 12, perhaps 13.5.

Scoring System:Scoring System:

0.0. The proposal fails to address the criterion or cannot beThe proposal fails to address the criterion or cannot be judged due to missing judged due to missing 
information.information.

1.1. Very Poor Very Poor –– The criterion is addressed in a cursory and unsatisfactory mannThe criterion is addressed in a cursory and unsatisfactory manner.er.

2.2. Poor Poor –– Serious Inherent WeaknessesSerious Inherent Weaknesses

3.3. Fair Fair –– While the proposal broadly addresses the criterion, there are sWhile the proposal broadly addresses the criterion, there are significant ignificant 
weaknesses that would require correcting.weaknesses that would require correcting.

4.4. Good Good –– The proposal addresses the criterion well.The proposal addresses the criterion well.

5.5. Excellent Excellent –– The proposal successfully addresses all relevant aspects of theThe proposal successfully addresses all relevant aspects of the criterion in criterion in 
question. Any shortcomings are minor.question. Any shortcomings are minor.

•• Evaluators are encouraged to use the whole range and  can use Evaluators are encouraged to use the whole range and  can use ½½ marksmarks. . 
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The Criteria
1. Scientific and/or technological excellence (relevant to the topics 

addressed by the call)

• Soundness of Concept and quality of objectives.

• Progress beyond the state-of-the-art.

• Quality and effectiveness of the S/T methodology and associated 
work plan

In other words, are you proposing something of quality, advancing 
knowledge, and have a work plan that can achieve your 
objectives? 

And does your project fit within the Topic Guidelines?
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The Criteria
2.   Quality and efficiency of the implementation and the management.

• Appropriateness of the management structure and procedures.

• Quality and relevant experience of the individual participants

• Quality of the consortium as a whole (including complementarity, 
balance)

• Appropriateness of the allocation and justification of the resources 
to be committed (budget, staff, equipment)

In other words, have you got the right partners doing the things they are 
good at and a management structure that is able to ensure you 
reach a successful outcome? 
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The Criteria
3.    Potential Impact through the development, dissemination and use of the 

project results.

• Contribution at the European and/or international level to the 
expected impacts listed in the work programme under the relevant 
topic/activity.

• Appropriateness of measures for the dissemination and/or 
exploitation of project results, and management of intellectual 
property.

In other words, what will be the impact of your work in terms of the 
desired impacts, and how are you proposing to exploit the 
outcomes or disseminate them so others can? 
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The Consortium
Given the very nature of the EU,  cooperation between (member) Given the very nature of the EU,  cooperation between (member) 
states is a key component of research projects.  There are alwaystates is a key component of research projects.  There are always s 
evaluation questions concerning not only the quality of the indievaluation questions concerning not only the quality of the individual vidual 
partners but also the quality of the consortium.partners but also the quality of the consortium.

Many call topics give indicators such as Many call topics give indicators such as ““the participation of the participation of SMEsSMEs is is 
strongly encouragedstrongly encouraged””.  You might reasonably suspect that a proposal .  You might reasonably suspect that a proposal 
without SME involvement is unlikely to score 5!without SME involvement is unlikely to score 5!

Further, the evaluation team will usually be looking for genuineFurther, the evaluation team will usually be looking for genuine
involvement by all partners. Adding companies with less than 5% involvement by all partners. Adding companies with less than 5% of of 
the budget to the consortium to impress the experts tends to be the budget to the consortium to impress the experts tends to be 
counterproductive counterproductive –– history shows such partners will probably get history shows such partners will probably get 
bored and fade away.  So ensure all partners have a real role tobored and fade away.  So ensure all partners have a real role to play!play!
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The Consortium
What the Commission is hoping for is a real consortium with genuWhat the Commission is hoping for is a real consortium with genuine ine 
partners from several states.  partners from several states.  MyMy guideline is that no single partner or guideline is that no single partner or 
single country should receive more than 50% of the budget.single country should receive more than 50% of the budget.

Contrary to myth, there are no hidden criteria to try to correctContrary to myth, there are no hidden criteria to try to correct what what 
might be seen as imbalances in the system. In other words, unlesmight be seen as imbalances in the system. In other words, unless s 
the call clearly states that partners from CIS countries are the call clearly states that partners from CIS countries are 
encouraged there is no direct advantage in including partners frencouraged there is no direct advantage in including partners from om 
such countries unless they add something to the team.  Similarlysuch countries unless they add something to the team.  Similarly, , 
despite the ECdespite the EC’’s commitment to gender equity, having women in s commitment to gender equity, having women in 
management positions in the team does not automatically gain youmanagement positions in the team does not automatically gain you
extra points.  Nevertheless, individual experts may see such extra points.  Nevertheless, individual experts may see such 
inclusions as positive when assessing the quality of the consortinclusions as positive when assessing the quality of the consortium!ium!
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Proposal Evaluation
What you should note at this point is that two of the three critWhat you should note at this point is that two of the three criteria are related eria are related 
to managementto management--type issues type issues –– not to the scientific content.not to the scientific content.

Why is this? Why is this? 

More problems are caused by management failings than technical oMore problems are caused by management failings than technical ones!  nes!  

In earlier frameworks it was seen that some apparently successfuIn earlier frameworks it was seen that some apparently successful l 
projects just came to an end projects just came to an end –– the findings were never exploited.the findings were never exploited.

Despite proposers having this information, a typical 100 page prDespite proposers having this information, a typical 100 page proposal will oposal will 
still have 90 pages  of scientific justification and fewer than still have 90 pages  of scientific justification and fewer than 20 pages on 20 pages on 
management and impact (and sometimes very many fewer!).management and impact (and sometimes very many fewer!).

Moreover, it is often very obvious that little effort has been pMoreover, it is often very obvious that little effort has been put into these ut into these 
aspects. ( Managementaspects. ( Management-- = Work Package leaders and an annual meeting; = Work Package leaders and an annual meeting; 
Dissemination = WebDissemination = Web--page;  IPR = we will think about this later!)page;  IPR = we will think about this later!)
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Proposal Evaluation
How will an expert score the following in terms of evaluating thHow will an expert score the following in terms of evaluating the e ““Quality 

and relevant experience of the individual participants”?

Dr Smith, a senior research engineer at Partner 1, a national reDr Smith, a senior research engineer at Partner 1, a national research search 
laboratory, will lead the project.  The laboratory has been involaboratory, will lead the project.  The laboratory has been involved in lved in 
other multinational projects, including with some of the coother multinational projects, including with some of the co--proposers, proposers, 
and Dr Smith has recently joined us from industry to strengthen and Dr Smith has recently joined us from industry to strengthen our our 
work in the field covered by this proposal.  work in the field covered by this proposal.  

Note the scoring: 0 = proposal fails to address the criteria; 1 Note the scoring: 0 = proposal fails to address the criteria; 1 =  very =  very 
poor; 2=poor; 3 = fair; 4 = good; and 5 =excellent.  Remember a poor; 2=poor; 3 = fair; 4 = good; and 5 =excellent.  Remember a 
MINIMUM of 3 is required.MINIMUM of 3 is required.
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Proposal Evaluation
Scoring the text:Scoring the text:

As an expert, I would have probably rated this as a 3.5. As an expert, I would have probably rated this as a 3.5. 

It leaves a lot of things unclear. Does Dr Smith have It leaves a lot of things unclear. Does Dr Smith have 
management skills? Has the national research laboratory management skills? Has the national research laboratory 
experience of working on large multinational projects, or with experience of working on large multinational projects, or with 
ECEC--funded projects? funded projects? 
I might be tempted to a 3 but this would almost certainly resultI might be tempted to a 3 but this would almost certainly result in in 
the project not being funded the project not being funded -- and I like the technical objectives and I like the technical objectives 
(but what if I did not?). (but what if I did not?). 
I might be tempted towards a 4, especially if I thought the projI might be tempted towards a 4, especially if I thought the project ect 
was worthwhile, and was worthwhile, and ““assumeassume”” that Dr Smith would not have that Dr Smith would not have 
been identified for this task without the right skills.been identified for this task without the right skills.
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Proposal Evaluation
And how would l score the following?And how would l score the following?

Dr Smith has recently been recruited by Partner 1, a naDr Smith has recently been recruited by Partner 1, a national tional 
research laboratory, to strengthen its project management skillsresearch laboratory, to strengthen its project management skills and and 
will lead the project.  He has worked as a senior researcher in will lead the project.  He has worked as a senior researcher in a a 
similar technical area at his previous commercial organisation bsimilar technical area at his previous commercial organisation before efore 
being promoted to run international research projects being promoted to run international research projects costedcosted at some at some 
€€10 million in total.10 million in total. As part of his work he was responsible for his As part of his work he was responsible for his 
company receiving patent rights linked to a technical innovationcompany receiving patent rights linked to a technical innovation.  The .  The 
laboratory has further been involved in other EClaboratory has further been involved in other EC--funded multinational funded multinational 
projects with several of the coprojects with several of the co--proposers and expects to build on the proposers and expects to build on the 
closeclose--working relationships established.  working relationships established.  
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Proposal Evaluation
Scoring the text:Scoring the text:

As an expert, I would have probably rated this as a 5. As an expert, I would have probably rated this as a 5. 
It seems to answer all the points:It seems to answer all the points:
Clearly Dr Smith has management skills, plus some appropriate Clearly Dr Smith has management skills, plus some appropriate 
technical background. He has run other large projects. He has technical background. He has run other large projects. He has 
also been involved in intellectual property rights.  It seems lialso been involved in intellectual property rights.  It seems like ke 
he is the ideal person.he is the ideal person.
The laboratory has worked on similar projects, and with some of The laboratory has worked on similar projects, and with some of 
the proposed partners. However, I am not aware of it managing the proposed partners. However, I am not aware of it managing 
large EClarge EC--funded projects itself: perhaps I should only give it a 4?funded projects itself: perhaps I should only give it a 4?
On balance, I conclude Dr SmithOn balance, I conclude Dr Smith’’s individual merits overcome s individual merits overcome 
this slight weakness so stick with my 5 (especially if I like ththis slight weakness so stick with my 5 (especially if I like the e 
technical objectives!)technical objectives!)
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Points:
Both descriptions of the management were truthful, Both descriptions of the management were truthful, 
but the second one enables the evaluator quickly and but the second one enables the evaluator quickly and 
with confidence to arrive at a very high score.with confidence to arrive at a very high score.
Proposals are usually written by technical people who Proposals are usually written by technical people who 
think this management stuff is all a bit of a bore think this management stuff is all a bit of a bore ––
perhaps it is perhaps it is –– but a few wellbut a few well--chosen words can make chosen words can make 
a difference (and it is not a case of lying!). a difference (and it is not a case of lying!). 
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Budget
Usually the Call for Proposals will give some indication of the Usually the Call for Proposals will give some indication of the 
expected budgets.expected budgets.
Increasingly the Commission seems to be looking for large Increasingly the Commission seems to be looking for large 
projects to reduce their own management tasks by having a few projects to reduce their own management tasks by having a few 
large projects rather than many small ones. In many areas large projects rather than many small ones. In many areas 
anticipated budgets are around anticipated budgets are around €€2 million.2 million.
Unless the proposed budget is clearly way too high for the Unless the proposed budget is clearly way too high for the 
proposed work it is unlikely to raise much comment.  You will proposed work it is unlikely to raise much comment.  You will 
not significantly increase the likelihood of funding by trimmingnot significantly increase the likelihood of funding by trimming
the budget by a few percent.the budget by a few percent.
As we have seen, management features heavily in the evaluation As we have seen, management features heavily in the evaluation 
process so not only put effort into describing a good process so not only put effort into describing a good 
management structure management structure –– allow a sufficient budget (perhaps 5%allow a sufficient budget (perhaps 5%--
10% of the total)10% of the total)
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Summary
Is the Call for Proposals right for you?Is the Call for Proposals right for you?

Do not waste time applying in an area not covered by the Call.  Do not waste time applying in an area not covered by the Call.  
Do not stretch the terms too far Do not stretch the terms too far –– you will almost certainly come unstuck at you will almost certainly come unstuck at 
some point.some point.

Have you met the basic Eligibility Criteria?Have you met the basic Eligibility Criteria?
If you do not you will be thrown out whatever the merits of the If you do not you will be thrown out whatever the merits of the work.                  work.                   

Have you provided the information the evaluators need to give yoHave you provided the information the evaluators need to give you high u high 
scores and so let your proposal face the final stage with not juscores and so let your proposal face the final stage with not just a pass st a pass 
mark but one that is high enough to receive funding?mark but one that is high enough to receive funding?

Remember they have about 90 minutes, perhaps one hundred pages tRemember they have about 90 minutes, perhaps one hundred pages to o 
digest, and several (digest, and several (sub)criteriasub)criteria to consider to consider –– there is not time to search for there is not time to search for 
information in (or beyond) your proposal. Also they may not knowinformation in (or beyond) your proposal. Also they may not know how how 
wonderful you are wonderful you are -- if you are the worldif you are the world’’s expert on the subject then tell s expert on the subject then tell 
them you are, donthem you are, don’’t assume they will know!t assume they will know!
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